
The Giant Book of Christian Sheet Music: Easy Piano : Tornquist, Carol By Carol Tornquist

Friend of Sinners (Casting Crowns) * Let the Church Say Amen (Andraé Crouch) * Need You Now
(How Many Times) (Plumb) * One Thing Remains (Passion featuring Kristian Stanfill) * The Prayer
(Celine Dion and Andrea Bocelli) * The Proof of Your Love (For King & Country) * Redeemed (Big
Daddy Weave) * Revelation Song (Kari Jobe) * Shout to the Lord (Darlene Zschech) * Take Me Back
(Andraé Crouch) * Take Me to the King (Tamela Mann) * We Are (Kari Jobe) * Who You Are
(Unspoken) * Whom Shall I Fear (God of Angel Armies) (Chris Tomlin) * You Are (Colton Dixon) *
You Raise Me Up (Selah) * Your Love Never Fails (Newsboys). The Giant Book of Christian Sheet
Music: Easy Piano : Tornquist.

Twenty three duplicates found also in the Top 50 Christian Hits and Top 50 Praise and Worship
that's 23 out of 33 in GBCSM found in the other two books. Smith) * Amazing Grace (My Chains Are
Gone) (Chris Tomlin) * Blessed (Lazarus) * Blessings (Laura Story) * Cinderella (Steven Curtis
Chapman) * God's Not Dead (Like a Lion) (Newsboys) * Good Morning (Mandisa) * Hold Me (Jamie
Grace featuring TobyMac) * How Beautiful (Twila Paris) * How Great Is Our God (Chris Tomlin) *
How He Loves (David Crowder Band) * I Can Only Imagine (MercyMe) * I Need a Miracle (Third
Day) * I Will Rise (Chris Tomlin) * In Christ Alone (Newsboys) * Jesus Carol

.

, I know it must be difficult deciding what songs to include in the book but I would like to see less
duplication in the series: Most of the bass notes are very simple one or two notes: The songs are
either 3 5 pages long and with the way the books are bounds it is difficult to turn the pages and then
have the pages stay open: Perhaps with wear this would be less difficult but I am concerned about
how well he the binding will hold up: I am glad to see that the lyrics are included with each song and
the print is large enough to make it easy to read. I would say these books are for an intermediate in
that the bass notes may not line up with the corresponding treble notes, In another words the left
hand may be playing a different rhythm than the right, Thankfully the melody is found in the treble
cleff and not on a vocalist line which is found in many other songbooks. Chords designations are also
listed for guitar or can used to supplement the left hand: I am also thankful for these books being
available and work done by Carol Tornquist in arranging these songs, Carol Tornquist Came within 3
days! The music is very simple and easy but has a nice sound to it: When it first arrived my kids sang
them with as I played so I had zero practice time. Carol Tornquist I am no musician and just getting
back to playing piano, I have had easy arrangements in past that didn't always sound good. I haven't
played all in this book yet but so far very satisfied, Carol Tornquist I love this book! It's got a great
variety of Christian artists from Chris Tomlin Steven Curtis Chapman etc: The arrangements are
fairly easy too not too many sharps or flats. Carol Tornquist Arranged by prolific Christian music
arranger Carol Tornquist this easy piano collection features the most popular praise worship and
gospel songs of today, Lyrics and basic chord symbols are included along with helpful fingering and
phrasing indications. Each arrangement is fun and easy to play whether as a piano solo or for sing
alongs. Titles: 10000 Reasons (Bless the Lord) (Matt Redman) * Above All (Michael W. Songs are
written either in the Key of C G or F. We really enjoy it. The pages themselves are a nice size and
easy to read. As to the arrangements to me they sound good. Carol Tornquist I gave this as a gift.



Many beautiful songs. Appears to be not super difficult easy to read.4 ☆ WHY don't they make these
Spiral bound??. UGH. I only wish it had Lauren Daigle or Jeremy Camp. Appropriate for an
intermediate player such as myself


